
PSRE Coronavirus – time capsule (This is your project for the next 2 weeks but it can be added to 

as often as you want afterwards) 

Your task is to create a time capsule booklet. Follow my examples below and add in anything else 

that you would like to remember from during your time in lockdown.  

Front page: Make a title page with pictures - and don’t forget to put 

your name on it.  

Section  2: You are living through history right now – take a moment 

to fill the next few pages for your future self to look back on, some 

ideas could be: Some photos of this time, any art work that you have 

created, family or pet pictures, a diary of your days in lockdown, local 

newspaper clippings and any special memories.  

Section 3: All about you: How old are you, how tall are you, what is 

your shoe size. What is your favourite toy, colour, animal, food, TV 

show, movie, book, activity, place and song?   

Section 4: How are you feeling? Draw a picture of your face. Now tell me 10 words that describe 

how you are feeling. Tell me what you have learnt most from this experience and then what are 

the things that you are most thankful for.  

Section 5: Where you live and connecting with others: Draw a picture of where you live. What is 

the address and postcode? What things are you doing to feel connected/have fun outside for 

example rainbows in windows. How are you connecting with others? E.g. facetime. Who have you 

been staying in contact with?  

Section 6:  You’re not stuck at home; you are safe at home. List 10 things that you have been doing 

to keep busy and draw a picture to represent each of them.  

Section 7: Make a print of each of the people living in your house and write their names in them. 

Section 8: Special occasions: What special occasions have/will you celebrate during this time? 

Write a list and say what you did/will do to celebrate them.  

Section 9: Write a letter to yourself. Explain about what is going on and how you have coped with 

this situation. Explain where you are, what you are doing, how you are feeling and anything else 

you want to add.  

Section 10: Interview your parent or carer and ask them: What has been the biggest change, what 

has home schooling been like, number of days spent inside so far, how they are feeling, their three 

top moments from this experience, what activities or hobbies have they enjoyed doing, what are 

they most thankful for, what are their goals for after this.  

Section 11: A letter for you from your parents: Ask your parents to write a letter to you about 

what is going on and how your family have coped in this situation, they can explain what they are 

doing, how they are feeling and anything else they want to add.  

Use lots of colour, drawings and newspaper articles to help you to look back at this time. There will be a prize for 

the best time capsule to be brought back to the PSRE department when we are back in school. Good luck and 

happy making. ☺ 


